The AXA Research Fund’s Open Access Policy
To comply with the open access policy, the AXA Research Fund:
•

•

•

•

Requests that an electronic copy of any research article, monograph or other research
publication that is supported by the AXA Research Fund be deposited in a suitable
repository immediately upon publication. Open access should be provided as soon as
possible and in any case no later than six months after the official publication date. For
publications in the Social Sciences and Humanities domain a delay of up to twelve
months is acceptable.
Strongly encourages funded researchers to use publishing venues an d discipline
relevant repositories for their publications that ensure that the publications are publicly
discoverable and accessible as soon as possible, and in places that enable long term
preservation. If there is no appropriate repository, researchers should make their
publications available in institutional repositories or in centralizes ones.
Reminds researchers supported by the AXA Research Fund that open access fees are
eligible costs that can be charged against AXA RF grants, provided they are incur red
during the duration of the project.
Asks host institutions to cover open access fees of any research publications supported
by the AXA Research Fund arising after the end of the project.

To support funded researchers to comply with our open access policy, AXA Research Fund
has established the AXA Research Fund Gateway on F1000Research. This publishing model
allows rapid and transparent publication of all research outputs. Publishing research on the
AXA Research Fund Gateway is free for AXA funded researchers.
The AXA Research Fund furthermore strongly encourage its researchers to:
•

•

•

Retain files of all the research data they have produced and used during their work, and
that they be prepared to share these data with other researchers whenever they are not
bound by copyright restrictions, confidentiality requirements, or contractual clauses.
Use discipline-specific repositories for their research data. If there is no appropriate
discipline specific repository, researchers should make their research data available in
institutional repositories or in centralized ones.
Establish good research data management in accordance with the current best practices
in their respective fields and to share their data with other researchers in a responsible
way.
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